REAL TIME EYE TRACKING FOR PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION
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Abstract: The Generality of today’s authentication systems, including password, fingerprint scanners and Personal Identification Number(PIN) entry, are based on one time, static authentication methods which are prone to attacks. Real time eye tracking contributes significantly for Patients who are incapacitated, internet study, gaze based password entry as well as house hold security applications. The use of real time eye tracking and password authentication system has a wider possibility for reliability, but in this case the system must be secure and restrained for Eye Detection and Tracking. For the user’s security and validation (authentication) personal identification numbers are used abroad thereby reducing the chances of being attacked. In static authentication methods, since the password has to be entered physically using PIN’s there are possibilities for tracking the password using shoulder surfing, in order to avoid this spy game of tracking the password, hands off gaze-based PIN entry techniques are used. The smart camera is used to detect the eye position and for Gaze-based PIN Identification thereby doing the data processing. This project is focused on a real time hands off and gaze based PIN entry, detecting the eye position and tracking the eye movement using the smart camera.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

Personal Identification numbers are widely used for many applications. 4 digits or 6 digits PINs are used as money management in ATM (automatic teller machines). They are also used for unlocking personal devices and also while handling the electronic transactions. The fraud attack on automated teller machines has been increased. The user must enter the code in open which makes the PIN entry vulnerable to tracking of password using techniques such as shoulder surfing.

The primary point of this work is to enter the secret number utilizing look and distinguish the entered PINs utilizing a smart camera through constant eye location and following it's movement. Following the movement of the eye under various conditions including diverse situation of the face, head developments and eye obstacle including eye location is depicted by the exploratory assessment of calculation to decide the flexibility of the framework for continuous applications. National Instruments Vision developer and LabView are the product utilized for eye following and the continuous camera is utilized for recording eye focus area. The on-board information preparing and assortment is approved by the smart camera. A layer of security for Physical PIN sections are made sure about by the non-contact PIN based confirmation and are foreseen to decrease the shakiness of the verification procedure.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Smart Eye Tracking System

- Aniwat Juhong et al.[1] proposed a smart eye tracking system which is mainly designed for elderly people and for people with disabilities.

- Architecture:
Methodology:
Smart eye tracking system uses Hough circle transformation to detect the circle, the eye blink detection is used to simulate the enter keyboard. To control the mouse position, the eye ball position is used.

Limitations:
- The web cam that is used in this system is quite large in size and may bother the user.
- The system is not cost effective.

B. Quantitative analysis of tennis experts' eye movement skill

- Sota Shimizu et al.[2] proposed a system called Quantitative analysis of tennis experts' eye movement skill to measure the eye movements with respect to 2 categories i.e. with experts and beginners.
- Architecture:

III. REAL TIME EYE DETECTION SYSTEM

SMART CAMERA

Eye detection to capture the eye patterns of readers based on their reading skill levels is detected by the system. Here the main components of eye tracking system include NI 1762 start camera, 12mm lens computer and the Gigabit Ethernet position relative to the display and also the size of the pupil. The next step includes recording and measuring the beginners’ and experts’ gaze data. After this, comparison and observation of a Time-series of Likelihood Distribution takes place.

- Limitations:
The measurement and analysis of the subject’s gazed data is not done on an actual tennis court or in real time.

C. Eye movement-related EEG potential pattern recognition for real time BMI

- Takuma Ito et al.[3] proposed a system namely Eye movement-related EEG potential pattern recognition for real time BMI which aims at rapid BMI pattern recognition for the eye-ball movement.
- Architecture:

Fig 2: System overview

Fig 3: System overview of Eye movement-related EEG for real time BMI

Fig 1: System overview of smart eye tracking system
Interface. A digital keypad is set for eye gazing and eye tracking, here the users are asked to read texts while on the other hand the eye location of the users are saved on board the smart camera across the image frames, the users eye can be directly viewed above the keypad screen and in this application particularly the viewer gazes at the digits of digital keypad.

The primary bit of leeway of smart camera is information preparing, catch and capacity to store. On the grounds that the camera is double processor it works with applications, for example, information lattice code, optical character acknowledgment and example coordinating. The camera is outfitted with 1/3 inch sony 1CX 424 AL strong state picture sensor. This framework or system in entire forms high goals dim scale pictures which is essentially required for the execution or usage of continuous eye movement calculation. The information can be moved to different gadgets through FTP or Ethernet equipment which is associated with smart camera. As the client stops over every digit for a few seconds the camera outline rate determination is firm for this application. Around seven edges for every second can be prepared by the eye identification calculation. For look based secret phrase recognizable proof more slow cameras can likewise be utilized.

![Digital Keypad for Eye Gazing and Tracking](image1)

![NI Smart Camera and Eye Tracking System](image2)

**ALGORITHM TO LOCATE THE EYE AND IT’S MOVEMENT.**

The eye discovery calculation will begin by catching the pictures of clients face and it recognizes the situation of the eye., via preparing the calculation a solitary edge of the client's eye is caught and is spared as the eye layout. A similar play of activity is trailed by the eye movement calculation.

It catches the picture of the client's face and identifies the situation of the eye. The spared layout is utilized for eye coordinating and the continuous picture outline for best fit is examined utilizing standardized cross-connection. The transformation of the co-ordinate framework is done to normalize the co-ordinates of the eye area that is accounted for and furthermore to catch the pictures of the eyes during the various developments of the head like the inclining of the head. Utilizing circle or oval coordinating the iris of eye is identified from the best coordinated eye picture through edge identification and Hough changes. The centre is processed scientifically as the focal point of the oval and is recorded on a spreadsheet on board camera as the eye place. The LabView programming is utilized for eye location and following it's movement.

![LabView Block Chart for Eye Discovery and Following Its Movement](image3)

**ALGORITHM TO FOLLOW THE MOVEMENT OF THE EYE.**

Here the eye movement can be followed constantly as the camera is modified and can be halted just when the client needs to.

Figure 7 is the flow chart of the calculation of Real time eye movement.
Fig 7. Flowchart of Algorithm to track the real time eye movement.

Step 1 - Image Acquisition: Smart camera is utilized to consequently secure the picture.

Step 2 - Image Pre-preparing: The keen camera is utilized again to change over the gained crude pictures into dark scale pictures.

Step 3 - Eye Detection: Using the format coordinating method, the client's eye is identified. In layout coordinating, a format is contrasted and the picture obtained utilizing a coordinating measurement. The coordinating measurement gives a proportion of closeness between the two formats. This closeness is changed over into a numerical worth.

Step 4 - Edge Detection: If the eye is identified, new Region of intrigue (ROI) which covers just the eye is separated to diminish the handling region. An edge recognition strategy is applied to the new ROI to discover focuses around the oval or hover of the eye.

Step 5 - If at any rate 3 focuses (for circle) or 4 focuses (for oval) are discovered, the circle or the oval of the eye will be drawn. Something else, the present casing is skirted with no match.

Step 6 - If the oval/hover of the eye is drawn the directions of the focal point of determined in the camera's processor and spared to spreadsheet for future reference. These directions are figured as the focal point of the square shape bouncing the distinguished eye.

**PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ENTRY**

User enters the PIN by looking at the digits on the keypad, here the user observes the digits closely for a few seconds with his/her eyes and subsequently moves to the next digit on the PIN pad, as the user is viewing the digits on the keypad the partial face of the user is captured by the smart camera in sequential frames.

Later the centre of the eye is located with the help of the processing algorithms such as Eye detection algorithm and the Cartesian coordinates are recorded which represents the centre of the eye. As soon as the PIN entry is completed the eye tracking application stops.

**GAZE BASED PIN IDENTIFICATION**

The eye place arrangements are on a level plane and vertically plotted on the 2D spread sheet for PIN ID. Bunch investigation or bunching is an assignment of collection a lot of items where the items in same gathering are more like each other than that of different gatherings and this idea of grouping is utilized to assemble the information focuses. The sequence in which the digits are looked won't be resolved rather the looked digits will be resolved, so as to show the request for looked digits a 3D associated diagram is plotted and along these lines the request for entered digits is resolved.

**CONCLUSION**

Results from user’s study show that eye tracker gives a good performance for user’s authentication via iris recognition. The eye tracker has become widely available for user interface devices, perhaps replacing traditional offers they might offer the additional benefit of real time, continuous user authentication. For gaze-based PIN identification a smart-camera based eye tracking system is integrated into new application.

**FUTURE ENHANCEMENT**

The system has been successfully tested with a nine digit keypad and can further be extended to a combination of characters and digits.

Future work includes incorporating the eye tracking algorithm into the real-time applications for all in one password authentication system. Adding to this, the hands off gaze based password entry and its authentication can be extended to mobile devices, computers and other devices which incorporates a camera within it.
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